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VCF Science Objectives 
•  Distinguish between theories of Venus’ atmospheric  

origins and how it evolved differently from Earth’s 
•  Reveal the tectonic and volcanic evolution of Venus and 

its link to climate 
•  Determine the interplay between photochemistry, clouds, 

atmospheric circulation and the greenhouse effect 
•  Investigate processes that have been suggested as 

critical in driving Venus’ atmosphere superrotation 
•  Examine surface/atmosphere chemical cycles that 

influence climate 
•  Explore the geology & geochemistry at one location, 

obtaining ground truth for understanding geologic history 



VCF Mission Architecture 

•  Orbiter with radar imaging, altimetry, near-IR 
spectroscopic imaging 

•  Balloon with atmospheric structure, tracking, and 
GCMS 

•  Lander with LIBS/Raman, imaging, gamma ray 
spectroscopy. 

•  Landing on plains or gentle slope of a volcano 
•  Orbiter, balloon, lander stacked for delivery by 

one Atlas V launch vehicle 
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Is Venus Geologically Active? 
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VCF Straw Man Payload 



VCF Science Performance 



WAG Costs* 
From Table 3.1 of the STDT final report, the Team X study 
of the flagship showed  

Orbiter $0.41B  
Balloon $0.3B  
Lander $0.89B  

Total $1.59B  

However, the tallest technological pole - sample handling - 
has been removed from the mission design, and the SAR/
altimeter (and hence orbiter) is much smaller. If these 
things save $150M, adding an Atlas V for $250M yields a 
total cost of $1.7B.  

*mileage may vary 



VCF Summary 

•  Highest priority VEXAG science goals can be 
met with a mission that focuses on climate. 

•  A mission that simultaneously deploys an 
orbiter, lander and balloon is the most cost-
effective means for studying the climate 
system – atmosphere, clouds, surface. 

•  Such a mission, Venus Climate Flagship, 
could be flown for $1.7B 


